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We are an
award-winning
creative agency

We are proud to have won the ‘Creative 
Business of the Year’  at the East Midlands 
Chamber’s Generation Next Awards. 

We were also f inal ists for the ‘Breakthrough 
Business of the Year’  and Dan was nominated 
for the ‘Entrepreneur of the Year’ .

Creative
Business

of the Year
On Poynt Creative

We are a young, vibrant creative agency offering 
a ful l  creative service with more enthusiasm than 
you can shake a Wacom pen at.*

We understand that your vis ion is paramount and 
we dont bel ieve agencies should ever compromise 
your raw passion and involvment as brand owners. 
We believe close collaboration with entrpreneurs 
is  essential  to ensure a result that remains true 
to your mission, and a creative you are proud to 
cal l  your own.  

We strive to challenge conventions and we’re not 
afraid to do things a l itt le differently – using our 
industry expertise to produce designs you and 
your customers wil l  love.

C R E A T I V E

We build brands
you are proud
to call your own

*Graphic Design joke! 

Fundamental to our 
business is the ethos 
to work hard, and be 
nice to people. We 
ťďÑ�ľò²ľ�ŘĖĲąĶ�ëĖĲ�ŃĶ�
& our clients. 
Dan Poynton
Founder, On Poynt Creative
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Creative Portfolio

Some of our clients

We offer a range of 
services to meet all 
creative requirements

We don’t just offer branding services.  Due to 
the nature of our end-to-end work, we are 
experienced in handling projects from a number 
of starting points. 

We can work as a freelance design service if  your 
company is under pressure, a design consultant 
if  you simply require an experinced eye over 
your offering or as a creative solution if  you f ind 
yourself out of ideas. 

So no matter how large, or small  your brief is . 
Whether you are a start-up or an established 
household name. Please don’t hesitate to give us 
a cal l .  We’d be more than happy to provide you 
the service we are renouned for. 
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Creative Portfolio

Services we offer

On Poynt Creative offers a ‘ful l ,  turn-key 
solution’ for branding and creative at al l 
levels,  for al l  budgets.

Please don’t hesit iate to get in contact if  we 
can assist with any of your upcoming projects.

Design Research

    Concept Moodboarding
    Customer Profiling
    Analagous Brand Research
    Competitor Research

Conceptual Design

    Full Brand Generation, inc:
        Logo Design
        Packaging Design and Mock ups
        Iconography Design
        Illustration 
        Typographical Treatment
        
Creative Marketing and Advertising

     Publication Advertisments
     Large Scale Advitorials
     Digital Advertisments and Banners
     Leaflet & Brochures
     Business Stationary
     Branded Merchandise

Digital Design

    Website Design
    Social Media Posts and Templating
    Animationa and Motion Graphics

Artwork Set-up

    Print & Packaging
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Creative Portfolio

Delivering the 
importance of mental 
health, through beer 

Creative Portfolio

Greg Bateman, Rugby Union star turned ‘beer 
visionary’ had the concept of a beer brand 
instigating conversations about mental health, 
but felt it lacked the strong identity and 
graphics to support his brand mission. 

We have supported People’s Captain since the day 
they began, designing their cans, social content, 
marketing and event collateral. G reg took 
advantage of our ‘end-to-end’ package to ensure 
he had a port of call for all design requirements. 
The brand has received such recognition within 
the industry that they have won two silver awards 
at the London Beer Awards for branding, beer 
taste and message.

People’s Captain Foundation Social Animation 

Consulted on Peoples Captain’s 
website design

“On Poynt never 
compromised on 
ľòÕ�ıŃ²Ĉ÷ľŚ�Ėë�ŘĖĲą�
even when deadlines 
have become tight. 
On a personal level, 
Dan’s exactly the 
ľŚįÕ�Ėë�įÕĲĶĖď�E�Ř²ďľ�
to invest in and see 
ĶŃËËÕÕÑʕ�E�òĖįÕ�ŘÕ�
can have him with us 
ëĖĲ�ŚÕ²ĲĶ�ľĖ�ËĖĎÕʕʮ

Greg Bateman
Founder, People’s Captain
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Creative Portfolio

Reputation, quality
and expertise 

On Poynt was asked to support in the logo 
generation, colour palette and brand design 
for Bevis Marks, a f inancial  company set up by 
three London based private bankers.

The chosen logo featured a clever ‘hidden’ 
symbol.  If  you look closely at the round icon 
you should be able to see a hidden B&M. It’s 
subtle touches l ike this,  and a sophisticated 
colour palette, that evoke a sense of 
reputation, val idity and quality service.

Initial logo exploration

Bevis Marks’ website build

An absolute pleasure to deal with, On 
Poynt’s creativity and ability to interpret 
our muddled ideas has been such a 
massive help to us.  We already view 
ľòÕĎ�²Ķ�į²Ĳľ�Ėë�ľòÕ��Õŗ÷Ķ�\²ĲąĶ�ľÕ²Ď�²ďÑ�
Ř÷ĈĈ�ËĖďľ÷ďŃÕ�ľĖ�ŃĶÕ�ľòÕĎ�ìĖ÷ďì�ëĖĲŘ²ĲÑʮ

James Lockyer
:ĖŃďÑÕĲʏ��Õŗ÷Ķ�\²ĲąĶ
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Creative Portfolio

Pre-drinks better
than the night out

Penny’s is  a pre-made cocktai l  company 
producing del icious, quirky flavours. 

Steve and Josh, the founders,  run a series of 
successful hotels in and around Liverpool.  They 
found that their unusual cocktai l  concoctions 
were a real  hit in the hospital ity sector but 
lacked presence in the retial  sector.  This 
sparked an idea, to create a high-end bottled 
cocktai l  experience, making “pre-drinks better 
than the night out”.

We took inspiration from a ‘Memphis’ 
design movement aesthetic,  featuring bold, 
contrasting prints paired with isometric 
i l lustration to create a ‘pop’ Penny’s aim to be 
synonomous with. 

ʭ"²ď�ďÕŗÕĲ�ë²÷ĈÕÑ�
to deliver in terms 
Ėë�ËĖďËÕįľʏ�ÑÕĶ÷ìď�
and execution. This, 
coupled with the 
exemplary service 
means that we are 
sure we will continue 
to enjoy a great 
working relationship 
with On Poynt 
ëĖĲ�įĲĖÑŃËľ�Ĳ²ďìÕ�
extensions and other 
design projects we 
ò²ŗÕ�÷ď�ľòÕ�į÷įÕĈ÷ďÕʕʮ
Steven Burgess
Founder, Penny’s CocktailsPenny’s ‘perfect serve’ 

supporting illustrations
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Creative Portfolio

Uniting two
distictive brands
In 2019, to celebrate Joules clothing’s 30th 
year, Warner’s Distillery partnered with the UK’s 
leading lifestyle brand to collaborate on a l imited 
edition bottle of Apple and Pear f lavoured Gin. 

We were asked to design the 70cl bottle for 
the partnership, featuring a typical  Joules-style 
f loral  print,  gold foi l  labell ing and coloured 
wax seal.  Both Warner’s and Joules have a very 
distinct brand feel and the tie-in challenged me 
to visual ly marry both brands; this would al low 
either brand’s loyal customers to feel a sense of 
famil iarity with the product on the shelf. 

x

Warner’s x Joules’ 5cl taster bottle
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Creative Portfolio

“The brand and 
packaging has drawn 
ĶŃįÕĲ�ëÕÕÑÊ²Ëą�
ëĲĖĎ�÷ďÑŃĶľĲŚ�
įĲĖëÕĶĶ÷Ėď²ĈĶ�²ďÑ�
brand/marketing 
ÕřįÕĲľĶ�ľĖĖʕʮ
David Bell
Founder, RE:AL Sports Nutrition

Sports nutrition 
branding worthy of 
a gold medal

RE:AL Sports Nutrit ion special ises in organic 
sports bars and drinks,  made for RE:AL 
athletes.  The company’s MD, Dave, a seasoned 
triathlon competitor with a keen interest and 
knowledge of the nutrit ion needed for high-
level competition. 

From the start,  Dave spotted a gap in the 
sports nutrit ion market.  Top-level competitors 
careful ly planned their meals al l  week. They 
eat and drink as healthi ly as possible for six 
days a week, only to pump themselves ful l  of 
chemical-based, synthetic-tasting energy bars 
on race day.

We uti l ised a clean iconographic design with 
strong supporting typography and a brand 
slogan, to generate branding that was clear and 
consistent with their message. 

RE:AL Sports Nutrit ion is a great example 
of how On Poynt Creative can effectively 
communicate a brand’s core message through 
both copy and design.

Outer Box 
Packaging -

Lemon & Lime 
Re:Fuel Sachets
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Creative Portfolio

Enhancing the 
delivery for a retail 
design agency’s 
propsal

Quantum 4 challeng the way world-class brand 
environments are created, developed and 
delivered, with a key focus on sustainability. 

Richard Joyce, MD of Quantum 4 approached 
On Poynt after delivering the f irst phase of a 
proposal document for a world renouned brand. 
The content would revelutionise the way in which 
this brand developed the f itting and f ixtures in its 
store. But, the aesthetics of the presentation did 
not compliment the excellent, innovative content 
they were able to provide. 

We worked very closely with Quantum’s engineers 
and material experts, alongside the client’s 
exisiting brand guidlines to design a presentation 
that not only enhance the delivery of Quantum’s 
proposal but also sitted with the look and feel 
of the client, as if it was produced ‘by the same 
hand’. 

We continue to work closely with Quantum on a 
number of in-house and client projects 

ʭE�ò²ŗÕ�ŘĖĲąÕÑ�Ř÷ľò�cď�
Poynt on several projects; 
in each case, they provide 
tremendous value. He is a 
creative powerhouse and 
brings so many ideas and 
options to the table, whilst 
also interpreting my own 
ideas and developing or 
integrating them too. 

E�²Ď�ŗÕĲŚ�÷ĎįĲÕĶĶÕÑ�
Ř÷ľò�"²ďʰĶ�ŘĖĲąŦĖŘ�
and his ability to exceed 
expectations at every stage. 
E�ĶÕÕ�ŃĶ�ŘĖĲą÷ďì�ľĖìÕľòÕĲ�
ëĖĲ�²�ŗÕĲŚ�ĈĖďì�ľ÷ĎÕʑʮ

Richard Joyce
\"ʏ�~Ń²ďľŃĎ�ɼ
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Creative Portfolio

Putting the ‘over’
in Hangover
Taking inspiration from painful mornings after 
and the appetite to ‘cease the day’, Alf ie, 
Hangover’s founder set out on a mission to 
develop electrolyte supplemtent drinks which 
aided a party animal’s head after a big night.

Alf ie came to On Poynt with a brand concept 
which did not reflect the dynamic, fun-loving 
nature of his chosen demographic. We were 
able to start from scratch, re-thinking the 
branding, colour palette, tone of voice and 
lifestyle imagery. The punch provided by the 
pops of colour against a fresh, white backdrop 
are analagous to the benefits of Hangover’s 
product with a touch of humour in booth the 
copy and the iconography. 

Also, see if you can spot the hidden person in 
their ‘can logo’; a hidden piece of humour we 
are very proud of!

Product 
ÊÕďÕťľ�

posts and 
information 

graphics
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Creative Portfolio

Designing an 
‘instagram-able’ cafe
OSCADA, a Leeds based cafe, approached On 
Poynt to create a look and feel suited their 
easy-going, inclusive ethos for the modern day, 
‘hipster’  customer. The cafe caters for young 
professionals and famil ies who come to drink, 
eat and social ise - posting on social  media 
whilst they do so.

We supported their vis ion by designing crisp, 
typographic-based branding, complemented 
by fun characters which wil l  raise a smile on 
customers’  faces.  On Poynt were also happy 
to work the branding through onto OSCADA’s 
cafe stationery. This included a loyalty card 
with bespoke i l lustrations, personalised printed 
coffee cup and point of sale.

Advertisment for cafe opening

OSCADA 
loyalty card

OSCADA
Cup Designs
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Creative Portfolio

Toynamics are a European Leader in the 
manufacture and distribution of children’s 
and baby’s toys.

On Poynt were asked to design their trade 
stand for 2022 Spring Fairs,  and one of 
their product brochures. 

ʭ&ŗÕĲŚ�į÷ÕËÕ�Ėë�ŘĖĲą�ò²Ķ�
surpassed expectations 
and been delivered on 
ľ÷ĎÕʕʕʕÕŗÕď�ŘòÕď�ŘÕ�ÊĲ÷Õë�
with a short turnaround 
ľ÷ĎÕʑ�¥Õ�Ř÷ĈĈ�ËĖďľ÷ďŃÕ�ľĖ�
use On Poynt, not only 
ëĖĲ�ò÷Ķ�÷ďËĲÕÑ÷ÊĈÕ�ŘĖĲą�
ÊŃľʏ�²ĈĶĖ�ëĖĲ�ò÷Ķ�òĖďÕĶľ�
ëÕÕÑÊ²Ëąʕʮ

Emma Damerall
&���Ĳ²ďÑ�˟��²Ďį²÷ìď�\²ď²ìÕĲʏ��ĖŚď²Ď÷ËĶ
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Creative Portfolio

On Poynt Creative started as an Etsy business, 
selling posters, prints, cards and more. 

The online shop grew from just 5 ski prints to now 
stocking over 120 original designs with more than 
10,000 sales across all platforms. We have sold 
prints to Liam Plunkett, England cricket world 
cup winner and tennis commissions to James 
Keothavong, multiple grand slam tennis umpire. 

We have also partnered with Leicestershire 
Cricket Club and Leicester Tigers to produce 
designs for their retail merchandise and 
promotion.  

If you would like to discover more about the 
range please visit www.onpoyntprints.com

In partnership with

Leicestershire 
Cricket Club

Legends 
Merchandise
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www.onpoyntcreative.com
hello@onpoyntcreative.com

0116 253 3457
(0)7794 411449

31 Rutland Street
Leicester
LE1 1RE


